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Dec. 13, 1936 

Marseille 

 

Darling, 

If only you could have been on the boat – invisible – and have seen me 

I'm sure it would have given you joy. Now that the first half of my "trip" 

is over I can write you and tell you a little about it – all the rest that I 

don't tell, guess at. As a whole it was a glorious voyage. A year later this 

trip would not have been so good – I could not be so young again. A 

year ago I would have been too young too or perhaps too old. – The 

minute the boat left the port I started feeling sick. I wanted to take your 

advice and stay up on the deck but it did no good. I went down to the 

cabin (which by the way I had for myself during the whole trip) where I 

started vomiting. I vomited without stopping and without exaggeration 

for about four hours. All the muscles of my stomach still ache from that 

day. I surely thought I was going to die and that I'd be thrown out into 

the sea. I was crying and talking out loud "David why did you let me go 

by myself – and – the minute we get to Alexandria I'm getting off and 

going back". Well the steward finally brought the ship's doctor who 

undressed me – gave me some poisonous medicine to drink and an 

injection. I slept on and off but I didn't vomit again for the rest of the 

voyage. So the next day on deck I said to myself – if I'm still alive I'm 

going to have a good time. I became friends with every worth while 

person of the third, fourth and second class. And since I was the only 

young girl (there were two other old maids) I was run after (actually). 

No one believed I was more than eighteen. My years were placed at 

from 16 to 20. But all this isn't important. The thing is there were such 

fine people on board the boat. Heart and soul Zionists. Heart and gold 

people ------( stop)----- 

 

On board the train to Paris: 

I thought I'd have nothing to do in Marseille but write you a long letter. 

But I was surprised by two Germans I met on the boat who came to 

show me the town. So I've seen Marseille, watched the two German 

fressers gorge themselves with sea food – crabs and oysters – ugh – seen 

the beautiful side of Marseille – resorts on the sea – gardens – beautiful 
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houses, cafes, etc. Then we saw a vaudeville with a good apache dance, 

movie, etc. 

But let me come back to the boat. Do you know Eliahu Goelman of the 

Moatza Poalim – do you know Dr. Ginsberg of Haifa – did you hear of 

Dr. Yofi of Haifa who died last year, his son also a doctor was travelling 

with us now to study tropical diseases in Liverpool. Did you hear of 

Nachmane of Tiberias: one of the first of the Shomrim, his son too is 

going to England now to study mechanics. Then there were two 

younger boys Oved and Alex who are on their way to Berkeley Calif. 

These two boys I'm especially crazy about. They're both Palestinian 

born, such happy light hearted serious minded joyous boys you must go 

far to find. In stories about chalutzim such boys are pictured (In our 

kibbutzim there are very few such of course). I told them they must go 

to see Simcha & Dov when they get to California. Kids in any ulam 

would go crazy about them. They can't believe that Hashomer Hatzair 

can exist in America. The ideas they have of American youth is quite 

insulting but true to some extent nevertheless.—I hear there was a man 

by the name of Mordecai Millman, an "agronom" who was returning to 

France because he got a few rotten breaks in Palestine. He studied milk 

and milk products, graduated from some agricultural school in France 

and went to Palestine to settle. The stories he tells of graft and 

"protection" in trying to get any worthwhile job is really shameful. He 

thought of entering a kibutz but there too he couldn't stand the idea of 

being tied down. Of course I argued with him on this being "free" as he 

called it but be that as it may that's what he thought. – These people 

whose names I've just finished mentioning were my "clique" (We spoke 

Hebrew all the time. In the last week on the boat I think I spoke more 

Hebrew that I did in any week in Palestine). The rest of the people were 

the usual run on the French boat – the same soldiers like on the 

Champollion, quite a number of Germans leaving Palestine for 

American, France, Genoa, etc. – 

We played games like החתול והעכבר and I made the older people run 

too. We played shuffle board and ping pong and sang Hebrew songs. – 

Oved and Alex were learning English and every time they'd get a word 

that stuck them they'd call Chaya. One day it rained so the three of us 

were in my cabin reading sentimental poems from the Golden Treasury. 

Another day we sat on the deck and read Poes (?) Gold Bug (I tell you 

details because I have so much time and if I'd talk to you I'd tell you 
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even more). One evening – a beautiful evening, Yofi told me about 

himself – about the years he studied medicine in France – about the 

work his father did in Palestine – his father's death – about his mother, 

sisters, brothers, about Zionism in France some years ago and to-day. 

All I had to do was encourage the speaker and he spoke on and on and so 

interestingly. 

The train is making me feel sea-sick otherwise I could write more – 

about this one and that one about the German who wanted to make love 

to me and told me I'm the most charming person he's met and that he 

loves me. Of course I laughed at him and teased him until I saw he was 

really serious so I disregarded him and stuck safely to "my" people. 

They all insisted upon taking such good care of me. In Marseille 

Golem(?) took my papers and saw that everything was arranged 

properly. And then in Marseille the whole gang of them Yofi, Nahmani, 

Golem (?), Ginsberg, Oved and Alex all went with me to the agent to 

see why I couldn't go on to Paris with them and not stay on in Marseille 

for a day and a half in a most wretched, disgusting hotel. They did no 

good because as Yofi said they were fighting with an Armenian (If you 

ever see the agent again you can tell him I'd never go through the U.S. 

Lines again because of this damn hotel I had to stay in in Marseille. – I 

don't remember if I mentioned that the pills of Dr. Openheme have not 

helped yet and so I must wait another six months to find out if they will 

work or not. It hurts more than you imagine. 

 

Love  חיה 


